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Abstract We consider model order reduction of a system described by a non-
rational transfer function. The systems under consideration result from the dis-
cretization of electromagnetic systems with surface losses [1]. In this problem, the
frequency parametersappears nonlinearly. We interpret the nonlinear functionscon-
tainings as parameters of the systems and apply parametric model order reduction
(PMOR) to the system. Since the parameters are functions of the frequencys, they
are coupled to each other. Nevertheless, PMOR treats them asindividual parameters.
We review existing PMOR methods, and discuss their applicability to the problem
considered here. Based on our findings, we propose an optimized method for the
parametric system considered in this paper. We report on numerical experiments
performed with the optimized method applied to real-life data.

1 Problem Description

The transfer functions of the systems considered here take the form

H(s) = sBT(s2In−1/
√

sD+A)−1B, (1)

whereA,D aren×n matrices,B is ann× p matrix (p≪ n), andIn is the identity
matrix of sizen. These transfer functions result from the spatial discretization of
electromagnetic field equations, i.e., the Maxwell equations, describing the electro-
dynamical behavior of microwave devices, when surface losses are included in the
physical model. For details see [1].
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Due to the symmetry inherent in the model under consideration, we will fo-
cus here on one-sided projection methods for model order reduction. That is, the
reduced-order model is obtained by finding a projection matrix V ∈ R

n×q and
VTV = Ir , such that

Ĥ(s) = sB̂T(s2Ir −1/
√

sD̂+ Â)−1B̂≈ H(s)

is the reduced-order transfer function, withD̂ = VTDV, Â = VTAV ∈ R
q×q, B̂ =

VTB∈ R
q×p, andq≪ n.

SinceH(s) contains not onlys, but also two nonlinear functions ofs, namelys2

and 1/
√

s, we intend to apply parametric model order reduction (PMOR)methods
(e.g., [2,3]) in order to computêH(s). Notice that model reduction of a similar trans-
fer function as in (1) is also discussed in [1], where a conventional non-parametric
model order reduction method is considered. There, the generated projection matrix
V depends not only on some expansion points0, but also on some value ˜s used for
fixing the term 1/

√
s to 1/

√
s̃ in order to obtain a standard rational transfer function.

This may cause poor approximation properties ofĤ(s) at valuess where 1/
√

s is
not close to 1/

√
s̃. In our situation, the basic difference of PMOR compared to non-

parametric model reduction is that the computed projectionmatrixV only depends
on the expansion points0, but not on any fixed value ˜sother thans0 as the term 1/

√
s

is treated as free parameter. Usually, this strategy produces a reduced-order model
(transfer function) with evenly distributed small error for a large frequency range.

In order to apply PMOR methods as those suggested in [2, 3],H(s) has to be
expanded into a power series, then the projection matrixV is computed based on
the coefficients of the series expansion. Different ways of computingV constitute
different PMOR algorithms. Therefore, in the following we first consider various
series expansions ofH(s) and discuss their suitability for PMOR.

The first possibility for an expansion ofH(s) into a Neumann series is obtained
whenA is nonsingular as follows:

H(s) = sBT(s2In−1/
√

sD+A)−1B
= sBT(s2A−1− 1√

sA−1D+ In)−1A−1B

= sBT [In− ( 1√
sA−1D−s2A−1)]−1A−1B

= sBT
∞
∑

i=0
( 1√

sA−1D−s2A−1)iA−1B,

where the last equality only holds if‖ 1√
sA−1D−s2A−1)‖ < 1 for a suitably chosen

matrix norm. However, in the considered application,A is a singular matrix. Thus,
the series expansion above cannot be used.

Extractings2 from the inverse in (1),

H(s) =
1
s

BT(In−
1

s2
√

s
D+

1
s2 A)−1B, (2)

a second possibility for a Neumann series expansion is obtained:
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H(s) =
1
s

BT(In−
1

s2
√

s
D+

1
s2 A)−1B =

1
s

BT
∞

∑
i=0

(
1

s2
√

s
D− 1

s2 A
︸ ︷︷ ︸

:=Q(s)

)iB. (3)

Next we check whether the above Neumann series expansion is convergent or not.
Although the interesting frequency in applications of (1) is relatively high (s= jω ,
ω ≈ 109 Hz for the real-life data used in Section 4), ill-scaling of the matricesD
andA also often encountered in practice prevents convergence ofthe above series
expansion. (Note: in the example considered in Section 4,Di j ∼ 1027, Ai j ∼ 1023.)
Therefore, the series expansion in (3) is not applicable in practice either. (One would
need|s| > 1012 in order to achieve convergence of the Neumann series!)

Finally, we study a third alternative for power series expansion of (1). We also
use (2) and defines1(s) := 1

s2√s
, s2(s) := 1

s2 . If we choose a nonzero expansion point

s0 and lets1(s) = s1(s0)+ σ1(s), s2(s) = s2(s0)+ σ2(s), then we get

H(s) = 1
sBT(In−s1(s)D+s2(s)A)−1B

= 1
sBT(In−s1(s0)D+s2(s0)A

︸ ︷︷ ︸

:=G

−σ1D+ σ2A)−1B

= 1
sBT [In− (σ1G−1D−σ2G−1A)]−1G−1B

= 1
sBT

∞
∑

i=0
(σ1G−1D−σ2G

−1A
︸ ︷︷ ︸

:=Q

)iG−1B

(4)

Simple calculations show that the entries ofQ are small enough to guarantee
‖Q‖ < 1 for smallσ1,σ2, so that the series is convergent. Therefore, we will use
the series expansion (4) in the following analysis. We will treatσ1 andσ2 as two
individual parameters, although, they are both functions of s, and hence are cou-
pled parameters. For ease of notation, in the following we will use BM := G−1B,
M1 := G−1D, andM2 := −G−1A. The difference between PMOR methods lies in
the computation of the projection matrixV. Therefore, in the next section, we review
two different methods for computingV and analyze drawbacks of these methods.
Based on these considerations, we propose an improved method in Section 3. We
will report on numerical experiments with these methods in Section 4.

2 Different Methods for Computing the Projection matrix V

2.1 Directly Computing V

A simple and direct way of obtainingV is to compute the coefficient matrices in the
series expansion:

H(s) = 1
sBT[BM +M1BMσ1 +M2BMσ2

+M2
1BMσ2

1 +(M1M2 +M2M1)BMσ1σ2 + . . .+M3
1BMσ3

1 + . . .].
(5)
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by direct matrix multiplication, then orthogonalize thesecoefficients to get the ma-
trix V [2] as below:

range{V} = orth{BM,M1BM, . . . ,(M1M2 +M2M1)BM, . . .}. (6)

Unfortunately, the coefficients quickly become linearly dependent due to numer-
ical instability (see the analysis, e.g., in [3, 4]). In the end, the matrixV is often so
inaccurate that it does not possess the expected theoretical properties.

2.2 Recursively Computing V

A recursive method for computingV is proposed in [3], which is based on certain
recursions between the coefficients of the series expansion. The series expansion (4)
can also be written in the following form:

H(s) =
1
s
[BM +(σ1M1 + σ2M2)BM + . . .+(σ1M1 + σ2M2)

iBM + . . .]. (7)

Using (7), we define
R0 = BM,
R1 = [M1R0,M2R0],

...
Rj = [M1Rj−1,M2Rj−1],
....

(8)

We see thatR0,R1, . . . ,Rj , . . . include all the coefficient matrices in the series expan-
sion (7). Therefore, we can useR0,R1, . . . to generate the projection matrixV:

range{V} = colspan{R0,R1, . . . ,Rm}. (9)

Here,V can be computed by employing the recursive relations between Rj , j =
0,1, . . . ,m combined with the modified Gram-Schmidt process [3].

A disadvantage of this approach is that coefficients of the same powers ofσ1,σ2

are treated separately and are orthogonalized sequentially using, e.g., the modified
Gram-Schmidt process. This may lead to reduced-order models of larger order than
the direct approach.

3 An Optimized Method for Computing the Projection Matrix V

In this section, we will overcome the drawback of the recursive method at least
for the situation with two parameters as encountered in the electromagnetics model
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considered in the introduction. We will explain our approach using the first “mixed
moment” in the series expansion (4).

For this purpose, note that the coefficientsM1M2BM andM2M1BM are treated
as two individual terms in (8). Observing that they are actually both coefficients of
σ1σ2, they can be considered as one term during the computation asin (6). There are
some similar coefficients which are computed separately in (8), but which are added
up in (6), such asM2M2

1BM,M2
1M2BM,M1M2M1BM, since they are all coefficients

of σ2
1 σ2. Their treatment as individual matrices in (8) will, in somecases, result in

more columns in the final projection matrixV as compared to (6). This will produce
reduced-order models which are not as small as possible. Next we develop a new set
of recursions for the coefficient matrices in (6), such that the coefficients ofσ i

1σ j
2,

i, j > 0, yield only one term. Furthermore, the modified Gram-Schmidt algorithm is
applied to these recursions in order to compute the matrixV in a numerically robust
way which will result in an accurate reduced-order model.

Using the coefficient matrices in (6), we define new matricesV i as below, where
i is to be understood as an index, not as a power. IfJ = i + j, corresponding to the
powers of the monomialσ i

1σ j
2, then

J = 0 : BM := V1 = [V1
1 ]

J = 1 : [M1BM,M2BM] := V2 = [V2
1 ,V2

2 ]

J = 2 : [M2
1BM,(M1M2 +M2M1)BM,M2

2BM] := V3 = [V3
1 ,V3

2 ,V3
3 ]

J = 3 : [M3
1BM,(M2M2

1 +M2
1M2 +M1M2M1)BM,

(M2M1M2 +M2
2M1 +M1M2

2)BM,M3
2BM] := V4 = [V4

1 ,V4
2 ,V4

3 ,V4
4 ]

...
J = m : [Mm

1 BM, · · · ,Mm
2 BM] := Vm+1 = [Vm+1

1 , · · · ,Vm+1
m+1 ]

The above definitions are based on the observation thatJ = i actually corresponds
to i +1 coefficient matrices. LetV i

0 = 0 andV i
i+1 = 0, i = 1,2, . . . ,m+1, we derive

the following recursions:

V i
j = M2V

i−1
j−1 +M1V

i−1
j , j = 1,2, . . . , i; i = 2,3, . . . ,m+1. (10)

Based on the recursions in (10), we propose an algorithm which computesV as
in (6) using a modified Gram-Schmidt process. We describe this algorithm as in
Algorithm 1. In this algorithm,

• p is the number of columns ofBM, i.e., the number of inputs.
• BM(:, i) is theith column ofBM, i = 1,2, . . . , p,
• tol is a tolerance determining linear dependency of the next computed column

vector ofV.
• V i

j (:, l) is thel th column in matrixV i
j , s0 is the expansion point in (4).

Algorithm 1
1. Apply the modified Gram-Schmidt process to the columns of V1 = BM:

V1
1 (:,1) = BM(:,1)/‖BM(:,1)‖;
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for i = 2 : p
w = BM(:, i);
for j = 1 : i −1

w = w− ((V1
1 (:, j))T ∗w)∗V1

1 (:, j);
end
if ‖w‖ > tol

V1
1 (:, i) = w/‖w‖;

else
V1

1 (:, i) = 0;
end

end
2. Apply the modified Gram-Schmidt process to the columns in Vi

j ,
i = 2,3, . . . ,m+1, j = 1, . . . , i

for i = 2 : m+1, j = 1 : i, l = 1 : p, do
w = M2V

i−1
j−1(:, l)+M1V

i−1
j (:, l); (♯)

for ti = 1, . . . , i −1, t j = 1, . . . ,ti, t = 1, . . . , p, do
w = w− ((Vti

t j
(:, t))T ∗w)∗Vti

t j
(:,t);

end
for t j = 1, . . . , j −1, t = 1, . . . , p, do

w = w− ((V i
t j
(:, t))T ∗w)∗Vi

t j
(:,t);

end
for t = 1, . . . , l −1, do

w = w− ((V i
j (:, t))

T ∗w)∗V i
j (:,t);

end
if ‖w‖ > tol

V i
j (:, l) = w/‖w‖;

else
V i

j (:, l) = 0;
end

end
3. Delete the zero columns in Vi , yieldingṼ i , i = 1,2, . . . ,m+1.
4. V = {Ṽ1,Ṽ2, · · · ,Ṽm+1}.
5. if s0 is not a real number, range{V} = span{real(V), imag(V)}.

Remark 1.a) In step 2. (♯), the multiplication with zero columns can be avoided,
thus saving a matrix multiplication and the application ofG−1. Moreover, if both
V i−1

j−1(:, l) andV i−1
j (:, l) are zero, the whole orthogonalization procedure can be

skipped. This is implemented with conditional statements and careful bookkeep-
ing for the zero columns (which must be kept until step 3. for dimension con-
sistency). The necessary statements are not shown in Algorithm 1 to keep the
algorithmic description brief.

b) A more efficient variant of Algorithm 1 would apply modifiedGram-Schmidt
orthogonalization only on leveli of the recursion and then run modified Gram-
Schmidt again at step 4. in order to obtainV with orthonormal columns. Whether
this results in noticeable numerical inaccuracies requires further investigation.
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It is shown in the next section that the order of the reduced-order model computed
by Algorithm 1 is smaller than the order of the one derived by (9). The improved
algorithm is well suited for the parametric system from computational electromag-
netics considered in this paper. Its performance will be illustrated using an industrial
test example in the next section.

4 Simulation results

In this section, we compare the three introduced methods forcomputingV when ap-
plied to an industrial test case.1 For convenience, we call the method directly com-
putingV DirectV. The recursive method in Section 2.2 is namedRecV, the optimized
method proposed in Section 3 is calledImRecV, since it is animproved method
based on bothDirectV andRecV. The order of the original system isn = 29,295.
We show the numerical instability ofDirectV in Table 1. In Table 2, we compare the
orders of the reduced-order models derived byRecVandImRecV.

In Table 1 and Table 2,J is defined as above, i.e., the coefficients corresponding
to σ i

1σ j
2, i + j = 0,1,2, . . . ,J are used to computeV. q is the number of columns

in the final projection matrixV and thus also the order of the reduced-order model.
From Table 1 we see that althoughDirectV and ImRecVuse the same coefficient
matrices (6) to computeV, the number of columns ofV computed byDirectV is
smaller than forV computed byImRecV. The 4th column of Table 1 shows the dif-
ference in the number of columns ofV. This difference increases withJ which is due
to the numerical instability ofDirectV, resulting in linear dependency of computed
columns ofV that would be linearly independent if they were computed exactly.

Table 1 Numerical instability ofDirectV

number of columns
J qof DirectV qof ImRecV

deleted byDirectV

2 12 12 12-12=0
4 32 38 38-32=6

5 44 58 58-44=14

6 52 82 82-52=30

In Table 2, we compareImRecVwith RecV. Recall thatRecVcomputesV accord-
ing to (9), where some coefficient matrices are computed separately, which results
in a larger reduced-order model for the system considered here. The second row
of Table 2 shows thatRecVcomputes more columns thanImRecV, therefore, the
reduced-order model computed byRecVis less compact than that computed byIm-
RecVand thus less efficient for numerical simulations.

1 Provided by Dr. S. Reitzinger, CST Computer Simulation Technology, Darmstadt, Germany.
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The accuracy ofImRecVis illustrated in Fig. 1, where the order of the reduced
transfer functionĤ(s) computed byImRecVis q = 38. The solid line in Fig. 1 is
the magnitude of the original transfer functionH( jω) in the frequency range of in-
terest in the application. The star markers correspond toĤ(s), and match the solid
line very well. Furthermore, the CPU time for evaluatingH( jω) at 1000 frequency
points forω ∈ [4×109, 8×109] is around 8 hours, while the CPU time for eval-
uatingĤ( jω) of orderq = 38 at the same frequency points is only 0.84 seconds.
All simulations are run on an IBM notebook with Intel CPU T2400, 1.83GHz, 1GB
RAM.

Table 2 Compactness of reduced-order models computed byRecVandImRecV

J 2 4 5 6
q (RecV) 24 116 242 494

q (ImRecV) 12 38 58 82

4 5 6 7 8

x 10
9
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2.2
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3.2
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)|

 

 

original transfer function H(jw) by full simulation
reduced transfer function of order q=38

Fig. 1 Comparison of transfer functions
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